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Virtual Reality & Augmented Reality
Looking back at history of computer interface evolution, from command
line, Windows, to latest touch interface, the addressable market was
broadened as the user interface became more intuitive. Twenty-five years
ago, one would need to be properly trained to use a computer with
command line or programming codes, but now one can use the smartphone
without any training at all. The transition from client-server based systems
to smart screens was enabled due to disruption in the interface technology
such as Touch-enabled displays and Natural language processing capabilities.
Smart screens gave way to Intuitive interaction which allowed users to
interact with the digital environment without the need for any physical
device and components. AR and VR has taken this a step further by offering
experiences built around natural modes of interaction such as posture,
gesture, and gaze, thus shifting attention from a glass screen in our hands to
the real or simulated world around us
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While Virtual reality might be on top of our minds right now, this is not the first time. In the 1990s, 
when 3-D gaming was introduced, virtual reality saw a similar boom. Gaming companies introduced 3-
D video games, like Virtuality’s VR Arcade pods and Nintendo’s Virtual Boy. Movies, such as the 
LawnMower Man, Virtuosity, and Johnny Mnemonic, portrayed new immersive cyber-worlds. Books, 
including Snow Crash and Disclosure, similarly depicted this new kind of reality. However, the 
technology was not able to keep up with these unrealistic portrayals in the media. The 3D arcade 
games suffered from poor graphics, expensive prices, time lags and low computing power. Eventually, 
these products failed, as consumers became unsatisfied with the technology and the boom was over.

A similar hype began when Facebook acquired Oculus for $2Bn in 2014 and we note that over the past 
2 years there have been over 225 VC investments in VR/AR, raising $3.5bn in capital. What has changed 
now from the 90s is the technology. Today, the computers are powerful enough to render realistic 
virtual worlds. Additionally, the mobile phones industry has improved the price, size and performance 
of displays and sensors.

Below is the current market map of start-ups and incumbents in the different areas within Virtual 
Reality:

Source: Sapphire Ventures

The market is ripe with great opportunities. The different use cases and software market detail:
➢ After Gaming and Entertainment, the next few industries to implement niche  AR VR solutions into 

their value chain are Healthcare, Real estate and Retail
➢ Sotheby’s, a Realty company, is beginning to show luxury homes in VR. This has the potential to 

disrupt the US real estate commissions market
➢ The Retail store Lowe's, has equipped 6 of its stores with “Holorooms” to help customers envision 

their home remodelling plans
➢ IKEA has invested in an AR solution to virtual catalogues that will provide better customer 

experience
➢ Doctors and medical professionals are experimenting with AR as a hands-free medical tool, feeding 

into a $bn patient monitoring devices market
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Source: Goldman Sachs Investment Research & Crossing the Chasm – Geoffrey A. Moore

Geoffrey A. Moore, in his book Crossing the Chasm, describes
Discontinuous innovation as the innovation which not only
demands significant changes in consumer behaviours and
habits but also infrastructure changes. Thus an electric car
would be considered a discontinuous innovation since it
requires change in consumer habit of refuelling the tank to
recharging the batteries and an entire infrastructure will have
to be developed to enable consumers to change their habit.

And when we look at VR technology, it is a perfect example of discontinuous innovation 
requiring VR users to switch to newer devices, plugging mobiles into these devices and then 
experiencing entirely new way of content consumption. However even after years of hype around VR, 
do we still have the infrastructure ready? Infrastructure in terms of both hardware and software 
capabilities.

Further Moore goes on to explain Technology Adoption Life Cycle and how ‘there is a deep and 
dividing chasm that separates the Early Adopters from Early Majorities’. Early Adopters are buying the 
product for its radical innovation and are open to facing glitches and some bugs in the product. 
However Early Majority want an evolutionary product rather than revolutionary product which would 
enhance their way of doing things rather than change it substantially.
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VR can easily be put in the Early Adoption Stage of Technology Adoption Life Cycle where the tech 
enthusiasts are willing to try it but remaining market is still bearish about the new technology. The 
major factors leading to widening the gap between Early Adopters and Early Majority and why the VR in 
its current form is going to be unattractive are discussed below

Its Hugeee!!
VR devices like HTC Vive and Oculus Rift are all huge and bulky which makes its repeated usage tedious 
and tiresome. Also the user is required to wear the device throughout entire session which practically 
cuts off the person from real world. Under such situation if the person is playing game which requires 
him/her to move around, then there is increased probability of collisions and thus injuries. Thus there is 
pressing need for hardware developers to move towards miniaturized version of current VR device 
something on lines of Google Glass.

Someone please develop games!
For any hardware platform to succeed it is essential that a strong developer community is built around 
the platform. In case of VR, the hardware needs a lot of refinement as compared to gaming consoles 
and PC games. This prevents the software/gaming companies from investing big bucks in this technology 
at this juncture. For example majority of games are ‘Wave Shooters’ game and customer won’t be 
willing to pay $500 just to play limited genre games. The major players - Ubisoft, Activision, EA, 
Bethesda et al - whose IPS can make or break a platform, have taken a step back from VR to see how the 
headsets sell before plunging money into development. VR needs the equivalent of a Nintendo’s ‘power 
brand’ to be generously deployed as fuel to light up a network that simply isn’t there yet.

I need to try it first…
One of the most important characteristics for successful diffusion of any tech product is trialability. 
Currently few big malls and gaming arenas have VR devices installed and user can play games on them. 
However such arenas require user to pay for the games. And even if the trial is free but then the games 
are limited and even Early Adopters will require a good amount of trial period before they make high 
ticket purchase. 

Do I really need VR device?
Ultimately even if VR is used only for gaming, but does it provide any additional benefits over my 
current gaming consoles. For hard core gamers, the switch to VR device comes with little advantage. 
Firstly it requires complete change in gaming habit and behavior w.r.t bodily movements as against 
consoles which has minimal movements. Secondly continuous exposure to virtual content can lead to 
motion sickness in real world whereas gaming consoles can be used for long hours. Thirdly, as 
mentioned earlier, the content quality and quantity is very limited. Apart from these, VR devices are 
compatible only with few high end mobile devices thus making it even more expensive. These factors 
make it less attractive for game owners to switch to newer technologies.

With all the above limitations it will be interesting to see how the VR technology grows in next 5 years 
and will it be able to capture a sizeable market share and contribute to growth of various tech giants. 
With AR being slowly becoming part of daily usage through Snapchat and Instagram filters, we would 
definitely see a huge surge in AR applications in day-to-day activities.
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NexConnect
Tell us briefly about your journey as a social entrepreneur.
Our journey began with our research under the mentorship of Prof
Somprakash Bandyopadhyay at Indian Institute of Management Calcutta
in a project on “Social Inclusion through Digital Inclusion” where we
evaluated the use of online live teachers in improving quality of
education in rural areas of West Bengal. We conducted social
experiments in schools and study centres in some districts of West
Bengal by connecting students with quality senior teachers from the city
of Kolkata online who taught those English, Mathematics and Science
obtaining consistently positive results.
rigorous experiments, training and constant dialogue with rural and
urban communities have strengthened our belief in dissemination of
quality learning to all by exploiting the potential of social technologies.
In our journey from researchers to entrepreneurs we believe that we
have come up with a solution to provide quality education to children
hailing from rural and/or low socio-economic background.

What problems your organization is solving?
The Indian education sector is laced with several issues such as disparity in 
rural-urban teaching standards, lack of individual care and support for weaker 
students, lack of quality teachers, content or teaching-learning environment at 
all levels. West Bengal similar to other states of India has focused on building 
infrastructure for students, but these schools have failed to provide quality 
learning to students. 
We envision a future where every child will obtain quality education. Our vision 
believes in the mantra “smart classes for the masses”.
Thus to provide a solution to this problem we decided to create “NexConnect” 
a unified blended teaching learning platform that provides students from all 
socio-economic backgrounds with quality teachers and learning content in a 
virtual live environment. This online blended learning platform aspires to 
ensure holistic development of students. The platform focusses to provide the 
children with three key solutions- quality experienced teaching support, 
structured content with assessments, holistic learning (learning outside the 
box).  We have a blended approach to learning that provides online live classes 
along with periodical offline support, also helping students with personality 
development and other skill buildings 
Through our platform we seek to provide a low-cost solution accessible to 

urban, semi-urban and rural students. Our avenues of outreach are low-cost 
private schools, entrepreneurs both men and women, cyber-cafes etc. We are 
working in semi-urban, semi-rural and rural areas in West Bengal. We are 
preparing curriculum based online content in Bengali for WB board we are also 
going provide supporting content for CBSE and ICSE boards.
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We are currently also focusing on low-cost online live vocational training 
programs for the rural population. We are providing Spoken English, Basic 
Computers and tailoring classes online live at subsidised rates for rural 
youths in our franchises.
Our start-up NexConnect Ventures Pvt Ltd seeks to create sustainable 
businesses by creating online study centres of NexConnect where anyone 
with an interest in entrepreneurship can own NexConnect Internet 
School (our franchise based model) and can mobilize students to be a 
part of the remote online classes.

NexConnect

What social impact your organization has created so far? 350 Students 
in 6 Centers. Currently we have over 350 students in 6 centers covering 
five districts of Bengal and aim to reach 10 districts by end of the year. 
We are also conducting various training programs with rural communities 
like women self- help groups, artisans, craftsmen etc. 
We are planning to impact more than 2000  students by 2019.



OLA plans to unveil OLA Pedal – cycle pool services
OLA has come up with a plan to initiate cycle pooling services (OLA Pedal) in
the campus. It will start with a trial period of a month. Renting these cycles
would be similar to booking an OLA cab through the app. You enter a code,
unique fir each cycle, and the combination for the lock would be provided to
you. And after you are done, you can drop it off to an OLA parking nearest to
your destination.
The second phase would have much more sophisticated cycles, with a GPS,
QR codes, smart locks.

Amazon Prime Video launched on Xbox consoles globally
Apart from gaming, there is more to the Xbox. With the launch of Prime Video on 
Xbox One, Amazon continues to expand on a platform level.
Those who own an Xbox One console and having a prime membership can make 
the use of it by downloading an app and stream for free. 
The subscription charges for New Zealand and Australia will be $2.99/month for 
the initial six months, while that for Brazil will be $7.90/month for the same initial 
period.

Uber testing new “Premium Support” hotline features
Uber is running trials of two small support features. The first is beta testing a 
hotline available 24/7. The second is beta testing support from specially trained 
experts via an in-app support feature.
For now, this feature will be available to a portion of most frequent riders. This 
hotline feature could be particularly useful in case you're in a problematic 
circumstance where even a quick email reaction won't get the job done. Text 
based immediate support could be valuable if there's an issue with your driver 
and you would prefer not to state so out loud on the telephone.

BitTorrent inventor comes up with eco-friendly bitcoin, Chia
A bitcoin transaction consumes as much electricity as it takes to power an 
American home for seven days, and Bit Torrent founder, Bram Cohen have a 
solution to settle that. 
The two fundamental issues he sees in bitcoin are in ecological effect and the 
instability that emerges from the few bitcoin miners with the less expensive 
access to power applying outsized influence, and chia claims to fix both. 
Cohen has quite recently begun another company called Chia Network that will 
dispatch a digital currency based on proofs of time and capacity instead of 
bitcoin's power consuming proofs of work. Basically, Chia will utilize cheap and 
abundant unused storage space on hard drives to verify its blockchain.

RBI says No to Bitcoin
Bitcoin will not be used as currency, confirmed RBI Executive Director S 
Ganesh. Responding to an audience query at a banking event on November 6, 
2017, Ganesh stated, “Our current position on Bitcoins is that we will not be 
using it for any payments and settlements, though the technology 
(blockchain) underlying cryptocurrencies will not end.”
It seems the financial authorities in India are still clueless about the potential 
of Bitcoin and every delay from their end will only strengthen the dark web, 
discouraging people and startups who want to adopt Bitcoins and other 
cryptocurrencies legally. 9
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